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Abstract 

Basically,learning is not a linear process but it’s more like discontinuous a qualitative shift 

(horizontal and vertical), on the completion of one step the other is initiated, as Piaget 

mentioned in his theoryof cognitive developmentbased on the idea that children actively 

construct knowledge as they explore and manipulate the world around them.learning is adding 

new knowledge to the existing schema (knowledge about something)the new information or 

experience is incorporated in two ways assimilation and accommodation by discovering the 

knowledge without the need of a MKO, but on the other hand Vygotsky (Social Constructivist) 

believe that social interaction is an integral part of learning and by further enhancing the 

concept of assimilation and accommodation with the help of the term ZPD, a kind of combined 

word for both assimilation and accommodation,is the difference between what a learner can do 

without the help and what he or she can do with help, he also added another term MKO (More 

Knowledgeable Others), learning with the help of others. That can be a teacher, the grownups 

and any one from society through social interaction.Boththeorist’s talk about learning one way 

or the other.These foundational learning-theory domains provide insight and perspective to our 

understanding of the roles of an educator and the student in a school setting.  

This paper is not intended to prove which theory works perfectly, but to get good results from the 

combination of both these theories to help both teachers (MKO’s) and the learners in the process 

of education (learning). 
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Jean Piaget was a Swiss psychologist (August 9, 1896 to September 16, 1980). 

“When you teach a child something you take away forever his chances of discovering it for 

himself”. According to the above statement made by Piaget literally the need of a MKO is totally 

denied but if we look at it in the light of Schema, in which he says that learning is adding 

knowledge to the existing schema by assimilation andaccommodation than it is quite obvious 

that the role of an MKO is also important in the form of scaffolding, not directly to involve but to 

help him/her in learning process. For example the teacher or the knowledge provider must not 
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participate in any activity directly but to provide an environment and let the child go through the 

process by giving some directions. This is the point of discovery, where knowledge is 

constructed and the new knowledge is added to the existing knowledge, and this is basically 

assimilation. Jean Piaget's theory of cognitive development provides a framework for 

understanding how cognition, or thinking develops. So providing ample opportunities for 

children to interact with the environment through all their senses allows them to gain a better 

understanding of the world around them. Histheory of cognitive development suggests that 

children move through four different stages of mental development. His theory focuses not only 

on understanding how children acquire knowledge, but also on understanding the nature of 

intelligence. Piaget's theory of cognitive development proposes that humans cannot be given 

information, in which they immediately understand and use. Instead, learners must construct 

their own knowledge. They build their knowledge through experience. But this experience 

doesn’t mean they will learn by their selveswithout the help of a teacher (MKO). The main point 

here is that they should not be given information, in which they immediately understand and use, 

this is the crucial point when he says that his chances of discovering it for himself is taken away 

but if the environment is created and the learner is allowed to interact, find, discover and add it to 

his existing knowledge through assimilation.  

If the statement is considered as it is then the use of a teacher is not importantly necessary and 

the theory is contrary to the very foundations of the educational setup which we have today. But 

according to the research so far no evidence have been found to link this statement to Piaget, this 

statement is probably derived from his remarks in an article “Some aspects of operations” 

published in 1972, in this article Piaget is talking about it in different context because he has 

mentioned the role of a teacher in it. 

“Children should be able to do their own experimenting and their own research. Teachers, of 

course, can guide them by providing appropriate materials, but the essential thing is that in order 

for a child to understand something, he must construct it himself, he must re-invent it. Every 

time we teach a child something, we keep him from inventing it himself. On the other hand 

that which we allow him to discover by himself will remain with him visibly…” 

“The principle goal of education is to create men who are capable of doing new things, not 

simply of repeating what other generations have done—men who are creative, inventive, and 

discoverers”. 

According to the above mentioned statements from different articles, the role of a teacher is 

important and I suggest a learning environment from the perspective of a teacher, as the teacher 

has the main responsibility for creating an appropriate learning environment, but it is also 

important to consider learning environments from the learners’ perspectives. Indeed, adult or 

mature learners are capable of creating their own, personal, relatively autonomous learning 
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environments by discovering the knowledge and adding it to their existing schema through 

assimilation and accommodation.  

The use of Piaget’s theory in Education 

 

By using Piaget’s theory in the classroom, teachers and students benefit in several ways. 

Teachers develop a better understanding of their students’ thinking. They can also align their 

teaching strategies with their students’ cognitive level (e.g. motivational set, modeling, and 

assignments). Their goal is to help the individualconstruct knowledge. Conservation of 

constancy, asdefined by Garner (2008), “is the ability tounderstand how some characteristics of a 

thing canchange, while others stay the same”. In otherwords, it is the realization that even though 

anobject can be changed physically, some of thecharacteristics for that object remain the same. 

Forinstance, if you give students modeling clay and tellthem to mold it, the shape will change, 

but the colorof the modeling clay will remain the same. 

Conservation of constancy “identifies relationshipsand makes sense of physical and 

abstractinformation” (Garner, 2007). Educatorscreate, implement, and assess the curriculum 

beingtaught, assuming throughout the process thatstudents can conserve constancies. If students 

lackthis ability, they will not benefit academicallybecause they have limited concrete sensory 

data andliteral interpretations. Thus, they will experiencedifficulty in thinking abstractly, 

problem-solving,planning, and discerning relevance (Garner, 2008). For example, if the student 

is studyingfractions, he or she may not be able to recognizethat one-third and three-ninths are 

equal. 

In order for students to develop theirconservation of constancy skills, teachers mustprovide their 

students with opportunities torecognize similarities and differences at both thephysical and 

abstract level (Garner, 2008). Many ofus developed our conservation of constancy bydoing 

chores and playing games. Piaget believedconservation is developed in students who are 

agesseven and eight. Visualization and reflectiveawareness are crucial to students’ understanding 

ofconservation of constancy. By encouraging studentsto notice similarities and differences in 

objects, theyincrease their conservation of constancy. 

Encourage students to learn from their peers. This is especially relevant for children in the 2 to 7 

age range but applies to students of all ages. Learning to listen thoughtfully and sensitively to 

their peers and respect a variety of different viewpoints will provide lifelong benefits for your 

students. Since different students excel at different areas of knowledge, learning from peers also 

provides a thorough education. 

Allow students to learn from their mistakes. Piaget believed that children develop knowledge 

about the world through trial and error. Mistakes can be frustrating for the students as well as the 

teacher, but try to model patience and guide the student toward a different conclusion. Mistakes 
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show that the student is actively interacting with the world around her and trying out new ideas 

for herself. 

Focus on the process as well as the result. Instead of focusing on having one right answer, pay 

attention to the many different steps it takes to reach a finished product. For instance, during an 

art lesson ask the students to notice the different ways they create a painting. Some may start at 

the bottom edge of the easel while others begin at the middle. 

Respect each student's individual interests, abilities and limits. Different children reach 

developmental stages at different times. Rather than pressuring every child to adapt to one 

learning style, pay attention to each child's developmental stages and adapt the lessons 

accordingly. Piaget encouraged independent, hands-on learning and opportunities for discovery. 

Plan a variety of classroom activities that accommodate different learning styles, such as visual 

or auditory. 

In a nut shell, Paget’s theories and works are significant to people who work with children, as it 

enables them to understand that children's development is based on stages.  The construction of 

identity and knowledge as one predicated upon the development of stages helps to explain the 

intellectual growth of children of all ages. Piaget's ideas have helped to construct the notion of 

learning as not something linear and depository, but rather as an element that must be understood 

in accordance to the cognitive stage of the child.  it is through this that Piaget's work becomes 

invaluable to educators and those who work with children for it allows one to understand why 

children learn at the rate they do.  This is essential for those who work with children as it helps to 

explain some of the most fundamental issues behind why children learn and how to proceed with 

instruction of children. 

Today many teachers still use Piaget's theories to enhance students' educations. Piaget studied 

knowledge development in people of all ages, including young children, and his theories are 

relevant for K-12 classrooms. Applying Piaget's theories to your curriculum is simple, effective 

and beneficial for students and teachers alike. 

Vygotsky (Russian psychologist Lev Vygotsky (1896-1934) 

Vygotsky's sociocultural theory of human learning describes learning as a social process and the 

origination of human intelligence in society or culture. The major theme of Vygotsky's 

theoretical framework is that social interaction plays a fundamental role in cognitive 

development. 

Vygotsky's theory is one of the foundations of constructivism. It asserts three major themes 

regarding social interaction, the more knowledgeable other (MKO), and the zone of proximal 

development (ZPD). 
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Piaget took a more constructivist viewand focused on the individual, while Vygotsky usedan 

active theory approach that focused on socialinteraction. Teachers can use effective 

instructionalstrategies, based on the developmental andcognitive psychology theories of Jean 

Piaget andLev Vygotsky, to increase student achievement atthe elementary level. But, before 

Piaget’s andVygotsky’s theories can be implemented inclassrooms, both administrators and 

teachers needto develop an understanding of the lives andtheories of Jean Piaget and Lev 

Vygotsky. 

Social interaction plays an important role instudent learning. It is through social interaction 

thatstudents learn from each other, as well as adults.Fogarty (1999) stated, “Vygotsky’s theory 

suggeststhat we learn first through person-to-personinteractions and then individually through 

aninternalization process that leads to deepunderstanding”.  

Vygotsky explore three different types of speech: social, private, andinternal. He refers to social 

speech as theinstructions given by adults to children. Privatespeech allows children to process 

what the adult hassaid and try to apply it to similar situations. Forexample, a teacher tells the 

class to keep their handsto themselves. Self-control is an example of privatespeech because 

children are using for themselvesthe same “language that adults use to regulatebehavior” 

(Wilhelm). So, since theirteacher has informed to keep their hands tothemselves, the students do 

not hit or punch eachother in class. Both teacher and studentshare the responsibility of 

developing students’private speech. Internal or inner speech takes place“as the student’s silent, 

abbreviated dialogue thathe/she carries on with self that is the essence ofconscious mental 

activity” (Wilhelm, 2001).In the earlier example, these students mustinternalize the 

consequences of hitting anotherstudent, which could lead to a disciplinary referral.Thought is the 

result of social speech becomingprivate speech that has been internalized. “When thecultural 

signs become internalized, humans acquirethe capacity for higher order thinking” (Huiitt, 2000). 

There are fundamental differences betweenPiaget and Vygotsky. According to Piaget the 

individualis primary in the learning process, while Vygotskybelieved that social life is primary in 

the learningprocess. Vygotsky stress upon social interaction for constructing knowledge. As 

Dimitriadis and Kamberelis (2006)note, “Piaget grounded his developmental learningtheory in 

the individual learner and positionedchildren as active, intelligent, creative constructorsof their 

own knowledge structures”. Incontrast, Vygotsky’s main construct of the Zone ofProximal 

Development (ZPD) learning “dependsupon outside social forces as much as innerresources” 

(Palmer, 2001). Vygotsky believedthat if students were not improving academically,their 

instruction was inappropriate. This beliefcontradicts Piaget’s reasoning that the students 

mayhave “plateaued” in a specific developmental stage. 

Developmental growth is another area ofdifference. Piaget’s theory focuses on fixed stagesof 

development, whereas Vygotsky’s theory notes amore fluid, on- going repertoire of 

development. Sohow do administrators and teachers implement thesetheories in their schools and 

classrooms? 
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The Use of Vygotsky’s Theory in Education 

 

Ivic (1989), as cited by Daniels (2001),stated:School does not always teachsystems of knowledge 

but in manycases overburdens its pupils withisolated and meaningless facts;school curricula do 

not incorporatetools and intellectual techniques, alltoo often schools do not provide asetting for 

social interactionconducive to knowledge construction. 

Vygotsky’s central topic was the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD), which uses 

socialinteraction with more knowledgeable others to move development forward. A more 

capableperson, such as teacher or peer, provides assistance to the student; the student is able to 

complete thetask with this assistance. Students, who are in theZPD, need active teaching. “It’s a 

waste of time toteach kids what they already know and what theycannot do even with assistance” 

(Utah EducationNetwork, 2005). Therefore, Vygotsky’stheory promotes the belief, “What is 

learned mustbe taught” (Wilhelm, 2001). Teachers shouldbe explaining, modeling, and using 

guided practicein the classroom. By modeling what they want theirstudents to do, students will 

be better able to workthrough their assigned tasks. Think-alouds, aninstructional strategy that 

allows students to talkthrough new steps of an endeavor aloud, can beused with upper 

elementary and middle schoolstudents, who are in the ZPD. This strategy assistsstudents’ 

thinking about how they make meaning.During think-alouds, students listen to a skilledreader 

using “strategies to comprehend text, andtheir teachers’ thinking become visible to them”(Beers, 

2003). Students need time to try outvarious strategies, so they can develop answers orresponses. 

At the same time, teacher questioningtechniques should guide the social interactionsimplicitly or 

explicitly. Think-alouds help teachersdetermine why and how students are experiencingdifficulty 

in reading. In addition, students cananalyze their own thinking about their reading. 

When an administrator walks into ateacher’s classroom using Vygotsky’s theory toguide his or 

her instruction, he or she should seestudents engaged in scaffolding, small groups,cooperative 

learning, group problem-solving, cross age tutoring, assisted learning, and/ or 

alternativeassessment. Scaffolding is “a form of adultassistance that enables a child or novice to 

solve aproblem, carry out a task or achieve a goal whichwould be beyond his unassisted efforts” 

(Wood et.al, 1976, as cited by Daniels, 2001). The useof language and shared experience is 

essential tosuccessfully implementing scaffolding as a learningtool. By practicing making 

inferences, students areable to determine what and when inferences neededto be made. Teachers 

need to provide students, whoare in the ZPD, copies with specific sentences thathave been 

underlined in a short story. Theunderlined sentences will help the students realizewhen they need 

to make inferences. As they readthe story, they can pause and think about what typeof inference 

they need to make. Thus, students areable acquire and develop master of complex readingskills. 

“Scaffolding involves simplifying thelearner’s role rather than the task.” 
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Vygotsky’s model of teaching and learninghas significantly influenced “early-literacy”programs, 

such as Reading Recovery and GuidedReading. Yet, this theory is in contradiction to whatis 

happening in many schools today. Too manyschools have teacher-centered classrooms. 

Theteacher/information centered model (is)…learningcentered on the information possessed by 

theteacher, which flows one way, from teacher tostudent (Wilhelm, 2001). To counter 

thisprevalent view, Vygotsky maintains meaningful andproductive collaborative activities that 

need to beengaged in by both students and teachers. Learningcan occur through play, formal 

instruction, or workbetween a learner and a more experienced learner.Teachers must actively 

assist and promote thegrowth of their students, so the students can developthe skills they need to 

fully participate in oursociety. 

In today’s classrooms, teachers need todesign lessons that empower students to “makemeaning 

through mindful manipulation of input”(Fogarty, 1999). Thus, administrators need toprovide 

teachers with the effective professionaldevelopment and supplies they need to be effective. 

By successfully incorporating Piaget’s andVygotsky’s theories into the classroom,developmental 

psychology in educationcan positively impact student achievement. “Whenour students have the 

cognitive foundation to learnhow to learn, they can discover what else is “outthere” in our 

world…” (Garner, 2008). 

In order to apply the theories of Piaget andVygotsky to present day school systems, one 

wouldneed to restructure schools significantly.Administrators and teachers have to work 

together. 

 

Conclusion: 

By incorporating Piaget’s and Vygotsky’stheories into teaching strategies inclassrooms, student 

learning is likely to increase.So, how do teachers use Piaget’s and Vygotsky’stheories in their 

instruction to improve studentachievement? There are various ways for teachersto implement 

developmental psychology in the class rooms. 

Even though Piaget and Vygotsky holddifferent views concerning developmentalpsychology, the 

use of both theories in classroomsis advantageous.Piaget took a more constructivist viewand 

focused on the individual, while Vygotsky usedan active theory approach that focused on 

socialinteraction. Teachers can use effective instructionalstrategies, based on the developmental 

andcognitive psychology theories of Jean Piaget andLev Vygotsky, to increase student 

achievement atthe any level. But, before Piaget’s andVygotsky’s theories can be implemented 

inclassrooms, both administrators and teachers needto develop an understanding of the lives 

andtheories of Jean Piaget and Lev Vygotsky. 
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